About
CHANGE PROJECT
The Change Project has been running for 8 years, this year 12 local schools are
taking part.

Your school is part of the project! Sponsored by Cummins Turbo Technologies and
Kirklees Council, the project combines science with art to motivate and inspire
young people and their families.
Artists and Scientists work together and plan a series of arts based workshops with
a scientific theme, linked to school curriculum. The project begins in Spring with
workshops in schools and a Science Fair, culminating in a Summer exhibition.
There are also lots of opportunities for parents and other family members to get
involved in the project: by coming along to the science fair, going to family
workshops with the artists and scientists, joining us for trips to Cummins Turbo
Technologies & Huddersfield University, as well as visiting the summer exhibition.
www.changeproject.co.uk

To keep you feeling creative this summer we’ve put together a
packs of activities you can try at home!
Why not get everyone in your family to have a go and join in!

Please email your photos and feedback about the activities you try
to: change_project@outlook.com

Poetry Toolkit
When it comes to building a poem, there are
no rules as to how it looks and sounds. It can
rhyme or not rhyme. It can be short or long. It can
have structure or it can be free form. The best advice
I can give is to not be afraid to read it out loud.
Reading it aloud really brings it to life and is great for
finding the rhythm and pace.
There’s also some tools that you can use:
Simile – Comparing one thing directly with another. For example
“As brave as a lion”; “As strong as steel”
Metaphor – A figure of speech, applying a word or phrase that isn’t literal. For example “Raining
cats and dogs”; “Like a duck out of water”
Alliteration – Placing words with the same letter or sound together. For example “Big beige burley
bear”; “how now brown cow”
Onomatopoeia – words that sound like sounds. For example “bang”, “sizzle”, “crunch”.

Five Senses
This poetry exercise is great for using all five senses to build a five line poem. This can be done
indoors or outdoors and also can double as mindfulness exercise. Find some where comfy to sit
and just relax.
Now listen to the sounds around you, what can you hear? Birds? Traffic?
What can you see? The trees? Your back garden?
What can you smell? The grass? Barbecues? Fabric softener?
What do you feel? Are you sat on a comfy settee? Dry grass?
What can you taste? Do you have a glass of pop? An ice cream?
From here you can start to build the poem. For example:
The ring of the bell on the ladies pushbike
The birds gliding in the sky
The fresh cut grass waves past my nose
The itchy blanket under my hands
The cooling taste of Cola
Remember you can do it in order you want and it can be as long or as short as you want. Just use
this as a building block.

Giving Life to the Inanimate
We’re surrounded by inanimate objects. We can give life to them with our poetic tool kit.
Look at a phone for example. It’s a bunch of wires, chips and a screen isn’t it?
But using the tools we can bring it to life.
My phone pulses with electrical charges
Channelling communication connections
Keeping me close across continents
An oracle and a friend
Who only needs a feast of electricity
To keep as energised as an athlete
So take time to pick up a random object around your home
and see what you can come up with!

Get Creative!

Investigating Your Pulse!
You will need:
1. Something to record your time with such as a phone stop-clock.
2. Some outdoor space where you can safely be active.

Practice finding your pulse using your first & second finger on one hand (not your thumb) and hold
them under your jaw against your neck / on the underside of your wrist until you feel your pulse. It
may take a while to get good at finding your pulse so keep practicing! You can watch this clip to
help you if you’re struggling: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oAjnlDZH9H8
So lets try four different activities and see how they effect our heart rate. Do each activity for
exactly 1 minute and then measure your pulse rate immediately after each one.
The four activities are:
a. Sitting still (this is your resting heart rate)
b. Walking on the spot
c. Running on the spot
d. Jumping Jacks / star jumps on the spot
•
•

•

Record your heart rate for 15 seconds immediately after each activity and multiply it by
4, you can record this in the table below.
Remember to make sure that your heart rate goes back down to your resting heart rate
before doing the next activity to make sure you get accurate results! You are likely to need
about 2 minutes rest between each activity to achieve this.
If you have time, try doing the who test 3 times and calculate your average: you can do this
by adding up your pulse rates for each test and dividing each total by three.

Take Notice Activity
Folding Instructions
1) Fold the paper in half to form 2 triangles, following the
dotted line. Unfold. Fold the paper in half again on the
opposite diagonal, forming 2 triangles. Unfold. You will
now have creases along the two diagonals.
2) Fold each corner into the centre. Then turn over.

4) Fold each corner into the centre. Then turn over.

6) Open up using the 4 flaps and you’re ready to play!

Take Notice Activity!

Find eight
different
items that
will all fit in
the palm of
your hand
Look at a
familiar
sight for three
minutes, see
if you can
spot
something
new

Close your
Count the
eyes and
number of
carefully
steps
trace over the
between two
contours of
familiar points
your face

1

6

7

Listen
carefully,
try to
collect ten
different
sounds
Make a
Stop and
texture
take a
collection,
breath,
slowly in and soft, smooth,
rough,
even slower
bumpy, etc
out

3

Go outside
and find six
different
shades of
green

5

4

Cut out the template below - cutting along only the 4 external black
lines, and then follow the folding instructions on the adjacent page.

We hope you enjoyed this activity pack!
To find out more about the CHANGE PROJECT visit:
www.changeproject.co.uk
Remember to email photos and feedback about the
activities you try to: Change_Project@outlook.com

